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Pisac Weave
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14ct Aida / 28ct evenweave

50W x 50H

3.57" x 3.57"  (50 x 50 stitches)

[2] DMC 307 lemon (180 stitches, 0.1 skeins) [2] DMC 445 lemon - lt (40 stitches, 0.1 skeins)

[2] DMC 321 christmas red (940 stitches, 0.4 skeins) [2] DMC 816 garnet (460 stitches, 0.2 skeins)

[2] DMC 444 lemon - dk (180 stitches, 0.1 skeins) [2] DMC 3801 christmas red - lt (700 stitches, 0.3 skeins)

It's not a SAL week this week but it is Friday - so here is a pattern I hope you will enjoy! It's inspired by the Pisac 

weave that Presentlyin showed in her instagram post https://www.instagram.com/p/BtYsXtvhqN3/ and she kindly 

allowed me to make a pattern based on it!

If you want to make it bigger just repeat the pattern as many times as you need to cover the area you wish to cover 

and adjust the colours as needed.

There is also a bookmark pattern I made with this pattern - it's on my blog!

Please do leave a message on my blog, http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ , or mention me on Twitter or Instagram 

with @magical525 if you make this as I'd love to see the results!

This pattern was given for your own personal use on http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ . You may not sell this 

pattern, nor may you offer kits with this pattern. You may not sell embroideries made with this pattern, it was made 

for charitable or personal use only.

Please do not post this pattern (or parts of it) to other sites but refer back to the blog post. This includes sites such 

as Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook! So for example saying “I stitched this and you can get the pattern here” with 

a link is allowed but saving the pattern and uploading it as a file to Facebook or Pinterest etc. is not. You may also 

not edit my pattern and then post it.

You may of course share your finished results where you like, it’s just the pattern itself that may not be shared.


